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Many people think they could not
possibly survive without automobiles.
This may be true in the
United
States, where so much of life has
been built around this form of transUndoubtedly
there are
portation.
farm and other non-urban
families
that do absolutely need two or three
or even more motor vehitles-cat,
truck, tractor, or station wagon. The
recession and the ‘energy crisis’ seem
not to have significantly altered our
dependence on this ‘basic’ transportation.
h is too bad that this attitude is
other
some
not carried over into
areas-for
example
research
and
higher education.
Any librarian or
information worker can tell you that
the first place administrators
all too
often look to cut budgets is the library.
A recent article in the
London
Times
Higher
Education Supplement 1 provides some important facts
librarians can use when responding to
budget cutters. A simple-minded
administrator might ask why the library
is willing to sacrifice more $10 and
$20 books, when its budget problem
or two
could be solved with one
strokes that cut off ‘expensive’ referworks
like Index
Medicu$,
ence
Cbemicd Abstracts, or the Science
Citation Inde@
(SCF ). This sort
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of’ administration’
is working against
More and
itself, and the library.
more libraries have become information centers that rarely house the original source documents requested by
users.
Consider the assertion in the Times
that 300,000 new books are publishConsider also that
ed every year.
half the books in the British Library
Lending Division (BLLD) are never
borrowed or consulted! A comparable
figure for the Library of Congress
would be even more startling.
It’s
easy to say that BLLD and similar
libraries ought to be able to cut their
budgets in half. It’s a little harder to
decide which half to cut.
In smaller libraries the
solution
could be quite simple. Book ‘selection’ could become a matter of ordering a book only after a reader has
asked for it. Small and large libraries,
in such a context, would become order-takers, not unlike large mail-order houses, or retail discount stores.
But what about the many libraries
in between-those
that must make
critical decisions on whether to buy
thirty more $5o monographs or journals or give up the SC1. Obviously,
the decision may be different in different cases. Williams
and Pings2
have suggested that even a small hos-

pital library is making a wise purchasing decision when it spends $850
a year on the SC1. That price is just
enough to buy seventeen $50 monographs or journals.
We all must make similar decisions
in the case of our own personal libraries. What would you trade for
your own copy of
Webster’s r%alv-idgea’ or the Osford Engtlsb Dictionary, the Encyclopedia
Btziannica
or even the SCI? Would you give
them up for fifty more books?
In my own case, I would prefer to
have a good reference collection. To
me, that now includes of necessity
the .SC1. I could not function without
it. Rather than give up ready access
to the SCl, I would sooner have my
entire book collection moved into the
basement. Half of it has been permanently ‘borrowed’ anyhow.
I use the SCI every day for myriad
reasons. Yesterday it helped me to
retrieve a reference I had cited several
times before. Even though
I’d for.
gotten the author’s name and the
~itle of the paper, I reme ,mbered the
name of an author who had been
cited in it. The day before I used the
SCI to evaluate a visitor’s claim about
the importance of a paper in a specialized branch of medicine. The day
before that I determined the number
of scientists publishing at a university
in the German Democratic Republic
by consulting
the Corporate ‘Index
section of SC]. The same dav. I corrected the tide of a paper someone
else had cited erroneously in a paper
I also discovered
I was refereeing.
that its author, had given the wrong
year for a cited book.
When I tmt on my SC] salesman’s
hat there i;, of cours~, no end to my

exuberance
for the SCI. You mav
find it surprising to learn that I did
not originally plan the SC1 as a iikra~ tool. I wanted to see it in scientists’ labs and offices. There is, in
fact, a small number of elite SCl-persons throughout
the world who afford themselves this ‘luxury’. Perhaps
their friends think they’ve got the
equivalent of a Rolls Royce on their
office shelves. I think it would be
difficult to convince this select group
that the SC] is a Rolls Royce in the
sense of a ‘luxury’. It is that in the
sense of ‘dependability’
and ‘lasting
value’. Like Rolls Royce owners, these
happy few would undoubtedly
argue
that, if you have the money, the SCI
like the Rolls. is a sound financial investment—better
than any collection
of fifty great books. After all, it is
not as though we are stranded on a
desert island.
In this case as in others, that is why
the rich get richer, and the knowing
more knowing. They “have the initial
financial and ‘mental’
capital
to
make wise investments that, in the
long run, are cheaper and become
more valuable with time and use.
The next time you have some unexpended funds for lab equipment,
tell your purchasing department
you
want the Rolls Royce of documentation. If necessary, we’ll ship it to you
in a carton labeled Recording Bibtioscoponzeter.
Order a five-year run
(19?0-74) of the SC] at a cost of
about $3,900. Then order a few annual ‘attachments’ at $900. (All prices
given are approximate grant rates offered to individuals at subscribing institutions.) After you’ve used the SC]
a few
in your o!%ce or lab for
months, you’ll value it like a Rolls
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Royce. When invoice-approval
time
comes round, you’ll likely fmd you’d
sooner give up your electronmicroscope. You might even give up that
cabinet of 3x5 cards, or stop inventing the wheel by indexing reprints
that your weekly scanning of Cizment
Contetztfl
(CCY ) impells you to request.

of asking someone else for permission
to use his SCI (which they’d made
him turn over to the new library), he
accepted a job as editor of an encyclopedia. Now he is happily once
again poring over the pages of his
own CC and his own .SCI, and other
basic tools of scientific communication and retrieval.

The last person I know who otdered his own .SCI became such a
political force in his research institute
that they promoted him to director.
Bored with administration
and tired

Let’s face it. You probably spend
ftity percent or more of you time on
science communication.
Why waste
so much of that time with anything
less efficient than the best?

N. Free access to information
is worth paying for. Tbe (LwM&)
Times Higher Education Supplement
6 June 1975. (This article by the
Librarian at Brunei University is a review and discussion of: OlierJ H de
& Delmas B R. Piatming natiomd infiastrwctures for documentation,
iibraties and archives; outline of a general poiicy. Paris: UNESCO Press,
1975, ISBN: $)2-3-101 144-8.)
2. Williams J F. & Pings V M. A study of the access to the schokdy record
fmm a hospital health scietzce core collection. Library and Information
Service Center Reports. Detroit: Wayne State University School of Medicine Report No. 54, January 1970.
1.

Childs
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I Until now, the scientific journal
has demonstrated
remarkable staying
power. Since the first journal was
published
in 1665, this particular
communications
medium has shown
a growth rate that is truly astonishing.
Professor Derek Price has described
this growth,
this so-called
information explosion in his classic work
Big Science, Little Science. ~

entiflc journal is secure for one very
simple reason: scientists will continue
to write and read scientific papers.
Continued Needs to Publish
I can see nothing on the horizon
that will take the place of the scientific paper. This is especially true if
we define a paper by its intellectual
content rather than its physical form.

Despite all these pressures, it is my
opinion that the future of the sci-

Surely scientists of the future will
have need to record and distribute
data generated by experiments.
And
even though much of this data could
be, as is often speculated,
input
directly to some central information
bank, there still remains an enormous amount that will only make
sense when supported
by narrative
text. And certainly
coming
generations of scientists will want to express their opinions and their contheir
particular
about
clusions
interests. How eke will they be able
to communicate at this personal level
if not through a personally-authored
paper?
There
is talk of a kind
of
communal
type of scientit7c publication where everyone inputs scient~lc data anonymously and uws it
anonymously. If this ever happens, it
will be the end of the egocentric fulfillment
that the scientist achieves
through
the act of publication.
I
don’t think
this is a reasonable

“ Reprinted

42-44, April 1975.

But today it is somewhat fashionable to talk about the decline of the
wientiflc journal. Part of the basis for
this talk is the skyrocketing costs of
publishing operations. In the face of
library budgets already so tight that
even present demands
for journal
subscriptions
cannot be met, who
will be able to afford continued
growth of the journal
literature?
There is also the feeling of most researchers that they are already information-saturated,
and they cannot
comprehend how they will cope with
even one more journal.
Added to
these factors are the aspirations of the
people who offer the new information technologies
like microfilm,
on-line
access,
and
audiovisual
cassettes. If the scientilc journal expires, surely the use of these methods
to disseminate scientflc information
will increase.

from Sci-Tech News 29(2
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possibility
since science is not an
anonymous
process. Peer judgment
and praise are critical ingredients in
the satisfaction derived by scientists.
S0, as far as I can see, the review
paper is as close to communal data as
we are likely to get.
It is thus clear that, in one form or
another, scientists will continue
to
write what must be recognized
as
scientific papers. How many they
write will be tied to the general level
of scientific work in progress, which
will be subject to short-term
peaks
and valleys. In the long run, however, I am enough of an optimist to
foresee a real increase in the amount
of science that the world’s decisionmakers will support. 2 The implications for humanity of an overall decline in Scien$lc activities are too
bleak for me to deal with here.
Given the need for scientists to
continue to write and publish papers,
1 feel there can be little doubt that
there will continue to be journals.
This is not to say that there won’t be
a multitude
of forces at work to
change
the
way
journals
are
assembled
and disseminated,
how
they are financed, or how specialized
they are. But whatever emerges will
still be a journal. It’s the old story of
“a rose by any other name. . . “
Concurrent
with the changes in
joumals will be changes in the ways
librarians deal with individual journab and journal collections. In the
remainder of this article I have found
it convenient
to speculate on what
will happen
to journals
and the
Iibrarians who work with them in the,
context
of two time
frames: the near
and the more distant future.
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Short-Term

Outlook

For at least the next decade, I believe the )nffted
journal will continue to be the main form of scientific publication.
Besides the reIuctance for scientists in general to
give up things that are familiar and
comfortable,
present publishers, advertisers, printers, and editors have a
vested interest in maintaining
printed journals. The inertia of government is also a factor that will tend to
maintain the status quo. The U.S.
Postal System, for instance, defines a
journal
as something
Pnhted
on
paper and would no longer subsidize
—through favorable postage rates—
the distribution
of journals
that
switch to microfdm. American copyright laws which fail to recognize
information
technologies
nonprint
also contribute to the preservation of
the printed journal.
While I don’t believe the continuation of the journal in printed form
to be necessarily good or bad, there
are some economic
considerations
that are already having profound
effects on existing journals as well as
on those journals that are now just
ideas.
Without
a switch to more cost
effective means of publishing
than
printing, ioumali of margimzi qdity
will simpiy go out of etizence
because people won’ t be able to afford
them. No longer will the publishers
of bad journals be able to count that
“group of libraries that buy everything” to keep their useless publications alive. Faced with static or reduced budgets, librarians will have to
become more selective in subscribing
to new journals and in continuing

subscriptions
to old ones. They’11
make more decisions based on what
journals are truly useful, not on what
journals are allegedly needed to cover
a field in its entirety.
Librarians will start to use more objective ways of evaluating the worth
of a journal. I see them doing things
like counting the interlibrary loan requests or reprint requests they process
for a given journal to see how much
real use it gets. I also think they’ll
start to look at things like the audited readership studies made available
by some journals that catty advertising. From such studies they’ll see if
a journal is likely to be read coverto-cover, just gjanced through,
or
ignored until a spec~lc article is
wanted. And journal citation statistics and other special studies available from 1S1 are already being used
as evaluative tools by librarians who
must build and manage collections, 3.
Happily, one effect of all this quality
consciousness will be an upgrading of
the average paper that gets published.
1 especially see the larger journals
faced with some difficulties. As long
as paper was cheap and postage low,
the large journal made sense. But
with the cost of both these items
heading out o~ sight, the economics
of publishing
a large journal are
looking grim.
And it’s not only economics working against large journals. An author
submitting
a paper to this type of
journal often has to wait from six
months to two years to see it in print.
For a scientist with a break-through
in a fast-developing
field, this delay
can mean that the paper will be
obsolete by the time it’s published.

This explains why so many letters
journals have come into being.
The growth of secondary information setvices like Current Contents,
Chemical Tities, Physics Tit/es and
others is an important new factor also
affecting large journals. There was a
time when chemists felt that unless
their papers appeared in a journal of
the American Chemical Society, their
work would not be known. Today,
they can publish in any one of a
hundred
less-well-known
journals
and, because of secondary
information sewices, their work will be
seen by most people concerned with
the subject matter.
These
three
factors-economics,
the need for rapid publication,
and
the advent of secondary information
services-will
combine to bring large
journals to a point where they will
experience little growth but can remain viable if they maintain
their
quality
standards.
Simultaneously,
there will be a proliferation
of new,
more specialized
journals.
Studies
have shown that approximately
one
hundred
scientists with the same
specialty will publish enough to keep
a regularly
issued
journal
well
supplied with papers. This situation
is almost the scientific equivalent to
the Lz~e and Look situation.
These
two general circulation publications
failed,
but many special interest
magazines
have prospered
since.
Over-all, journal publishing will still
be a growth industry, but the growth
rate of the number of artriles published will decline because the new
journals that emerge will be small.
In response to all this, the librarian
of the near future will probably subscribe to a combination consisting of
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a few of the major multidisciplinary
journals, a smaIl core of extremely
specialized
journals
dealing
with
material relevant to the mission of
the organization,
and one or more
large-scale
current
awareness
services. 4

terminal
to type a new “paper”
while a variety of software systems
deal with the routine problems of
manuscript
preparation.
The final
draft—with
all corrections
inserted
and bibliography
automatically
verified-will
be transmitted
by telephone lines, aided by satellites, to
the journal’s editorial office. There,
the editor will scan it and. ., bv matching profiles, come up with the three
best referees for the paper. A switching system will then transmit
the
manuscript. to the terminals of the
referees who will read it on their
display screen or have it printed out
for more casual reading.
Referees’
comments and author r~visions will
be transmitted
back
and
forth
through the editor until an acceptable draft is completed.

To supplement these, there will be
a new emphasis on acquiring reievant
papers in anticipation
of user’s requests. One aspect of this will require
the librarian
to identify
relevant
papets as soon as they are published
and have them on hand when needed. Far more special librarians than
now do it will therefore
have to
develoD a txofde that defines the
interes’~ of ~he organization
serviced
by their library. Such profiles will
then be used as the basis for manual
scanning or as the basis for automatic
searches through computerized
SDI
The editor may then use computer
services such as those operated by 1S1 typesetting to create a highly readand other suppliers.
able. error-free coDv from which a
photo-offset negat~~ is automatically
Aside from the need to obtain
generated.
Or the final approved
crtment papers likely to be useful to
may be transmitted
ditheir organizations;
librarians
will manuscript
rectly to all readers who have expressalso start to think more about keepand on
ing only relevant papers instead of ed an interest in the subiect
,
request to others. 5 I can even visentire journals
in their back-year
collection~, One way they will do this ualize a day when scientists will heat
“published”
papers through
voice
will be by using citation data. Obsynthesize
as
they
drive
to
work.
taining and storing the most highly
cited papers published
during the
Despite
the
sci-fi
trappings
last 10 vea-s in a field of interest is though, the journal will still be a
one wa~ of building
a back-year
journal, filling the same fimctions it
collection that not only saves space does today. It will still be a focal
but is likely to be responsive to user point for new information in a given
demands.
field. And it will still be under the
control of some kind of “editor”
Long-Term Outlook
who will stimulate
needed papers
Based on today’s
technological
from scientists, set priorities, and copossibilities, I can visualized the journals of the fimure transformed
by ordinate the whole process.
If my picture of the journal’s
computerization.
future does hold, where will the specThe author will /sit at a computer
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ial librarian fit into it? Like the journal editor, the special librarian will
work among input-output
devices,
since the special library of the fhture
will be delineated
by divisions of
computer memories instead of walls.
And although vast amounts of information will be stored in the computer memories, there will still be a
lack of information on a specflc topic
when needed.
What I’m saying is that with so
much information
ready to be unleashed by merely touching
a few
keys. on a terminal, it will be even
more critical in the future to defke
just what is needed
to satisfy a
search. Otherwise, the relevant material will be delivered surrounded by
so many irrelevant items that the researcher will have to work harder
than ever before to get what he or
she needs.
It is clear to me, then, that the role
of the special librarian as a communicator will take on added significance,
As the person in between the resewcher and the store of information,
librarians will need to develop better
interviewing skills if they are to work
electively.
They will also need in1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

creased kuniliarity
with computets
and their peripheral equipment.
This
will enable them to transmit properly
the messages (questions) they obtain
from researchers and to interpret the
messsages received
(answen)
back
from the computers.
hnpact
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Training

So verbal skills will become increasingly important
for librarians,
but so will their knowldge of all aspects of information
science. Unlike
Henry VOOS,6 who sees more “emphasis on subject specialization in the
library profession, ” I think there will
be a greater demand for people who
are librarians fmt and foremost who
will then be given enough subject
area training to be effective.
The people who plan curricula for
library students
should keep their
feelem out for these trends and continuously modifj course content to
reflect what is happening in the real
world. There are also implications in
these developments
for the experienced librarian, and the more astute
leaders
of librarians’
professional
organizations
will make sure that
appropriate programs for continuing
education are available.
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